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Theory

OSL
Object Source Lighting

What is “light”?

Often thought of as within the reach of only the best painters, Object Source Lighting is 
in fact a fairly simple effect to achieve.

In this article I will take you through the theoretical basics behind this effect. This will 
serve as a basis for more specific articles on creating this effect using traditional brush-

work alone, and also the how-to using an airbrush.

Believe me: it’s simple!

Light is basically electromagnetic radiation within a certain portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Throughout 
this article we will only be considering visible light, though physicists would argue that infrared and ultraviolet 
wavelengths are still “light” waves, just not visible to the human eye. 
Our visible light is made up of things called photons, which are basically particles of quantum energy running really 
really fast in a straight line. For us to be able to actually percieve this light, it needs to hit something it can reflect 
off. For example you can see the sun (a source of light) and you can see the ground its light reflects off, but you 
can’t see the sunlight in between the sun and the ground. If you see a “ray of light” anywhere in nature: this means 
that the photons have found something to smash into and reflect off.

For us, two things are to be remembered at all times to create a credible OSL: light always travels in a straight line, 
outwards from its source and in all directions; light loses its intensity progressively the further from its source it is 
percieved.

Classical mistakes and misconceptions:

- light does not bend around corners or “roll” over surfaces: otherwise you wouldn’t see a shadow anywhere...
- light does not equal “white”, at least not the way we percieve it: you can find different coloured bulbs; a leaf in the 
sun will be lit more brightly than its neighbour in the shade, but it will not appear to take on a white highlight (more 
on that later).
- the “ray of light” that we imagine, will never be brighter, anywhere along its path, than the source from which it 
comes.

“In the beginning, an immaterial bearded being said: ‘Let there be light!’.
And to everyones surprise there was light. Then the immaterial, and possibly fictionnal, creator sodded off, 
leaving us to work out the mysteries of the Universe, because he wanted to make little people to play with... 

A lot like us really.”
- Hobbyists Bible, Book I v.1
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A bit of theory...

So first of all, we said that light travels in a straight line, outwards from its source, and keeps going until it hits 
something to reflect off (or has lost all its energy but lets not make this more complicated than necessary...)

In the picture below you can see a red “source” of light, and radiating out from that source are the paths that the 
photons are running along. You will also see a small angle of shade. This is caused by the fact that the red light can’t 
go aver and around the angle of the grey block... BUT: in reality you would not see the aura radiating out from the 
source...

... You would only see the source, and the reflection of the photons on the surfaces they encounter as in the picture 
below:

Note how the red reflections on the grey block are different in their intensities and direction. The reflection closest to 
the source is a lot more intense than the second one, much further away from the source because as I mentionned 
earlier: the further away from the source, the less intense the light reflection will be.
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What colour to use?

1st pass 2nd pass

3rd pass 4th pass

When considering the colour of our OSL, obviously we want to take into account the colour of the source. Now the 
source should actually be made up of several colours because you will have taken care to give it volume, intensity, 
and depth, using the traditional methods of strong contrasts between highlights and shading. So which one to pick? A 
good rule of thumb, when in doubt, is to go for the mid tone of your source. 
Let us imagine a blue LED source set into some sort of casing. This LED is a sphere of which half is visible (think 
bionic eye optics or firearm sights). It emits light so therefore the centre of the semi sphere will be slightly brighter 
than the outer edge, but only enough to enhance the semi-spherical volume of the sculpt:

To create an OSL coming from this LED I’ll pick the mid tone blue and apply it as successive glazes. This is true 
wether using the airbrush or a traditional brush. In both cases I will apply thinned down glazes of the same colour, 
and at each pass I will cover less of the surface and always heading towards the light source.

Above the theoretical layout of the various glaze passes; below what happens if you actually smoothen your transi-
tions between layers. 

I must stress this: every single pass is the same glaze! I don’t add white or anyhting else as I get closer to the 
source; nor do I add black or any other shading colour as I move away from the source.
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Remember I said that the reflection intensifies as it gets closer to the source? Well when painting “intensity” means 
“pigment concentration”. So to increase the intensity we need to increase the amount of pigments in a given area. 
Now the glaze used is basically watered down paint. When you water down paint you decrease the ratio of pigments 
to overall volume. But if you put two coats of glaze over the same area: that area has twice as many pigments as an 
area with only one coat. So if you take a look at my theoretical glaze picture once again you will realise that the 
segment closest to the source looks more intense because it has four times more pigments over its surface than the 
segment the furthest away from the source!

A special note concerning fire
Fire and all its manifestations come in so many variations of reds, yellows, and oranges, that picking a mid tone can 
be quite hard in fact. I can’t, unfortunately, offer a golden rule that will solve this issue. From personal experience I 
have found that glazes made of yellow plus a tiny speck of orange give consistent results, but you would be well 
advised to adapt your glaze to the other colours of the model taking into account colour complementarity. For exam-
ple a fiery OSL on ork greenskin will probabaly look better if the glaze is more of a reddish hue; whereas a similar 
fiery OSL reflecting off an Ultra-smurf-marines’ swanking blue armour will look more pleasing if the glaze incorpo-
rates mainly orange pigments.

I hope this quick theoretical overview has helped you to better understand what OSL is 
and how it functions!

Happy Hobby!


